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Executive Summary
•

A growing body of peer-reviewed scientific evidence indicates that there may be very real health
risks resulting from exposure to a broad spectrum of electromagnetic radiation (EMR)
frequencies (EMF), including wireless local area networks (WLAN / ‘wireless networking’ / ‘wifi’).

•

While some peak bodies assert that there is no scientific consensus supporting suggested health
concerns, the historical direction of the debate shows that the scientific consensus is slowly
shifting to a position of concern as the results come in from thousands of studies.

•

Reflecting this growing consensus of concern, in May 2011 the World Health Organisation
(WHO) classed radio frequency (RF) electromagnetic radiation (RF-EMR, which encompasses
wi-fi) as a Group 2B “possible human carcinogen”.1

•

As early as 1988, experts warned that children absorb high frequency EMR more readily than
adults.2 Consequently, current radiation absorption guideline limits are breached by up to 40% in
experimental models of children at maximum exposure levels that were calculated to prevent
these limits being reached.3

•

The Australian standard developed by the Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety
Agency (ARPANSA) recommends a precautionary approach which, according to ARPANSA’s
fact sheet, “requires owners of RF sources to minimise unnecessary exposure of the public to
RF fields”.4

•

Emerging international precedents are reflecting the growing concerns regarding EMR. For
example, the Israeli Parliament is considering legislation that would require mobile phones to
carry health warnings,5 and in a current case in a US civil court, a parent is suing his public
school’s District due to WLAN.6

•

Despite the above, WLANs are becoming increasingly commonplace in schools, purely for
convenience and the short-term fiscal benefits WLANs offers over wired networks. Tasmania’s
Department of Education (DoE) stated that “the use of WLAN [i.e. a Group 2B possible human
carcinogen] is a safe and practical solution to the computing communications needs in the
modern teaching and learning environment”.7 DoE’s implementation can hardly be considered
to be limited to ‘necessary’ exposure – wi-fi is available 24/7, exposing children to RF EMR even
when they are not using computers. This submission is a call to action to reassess current policy
on the use of WLANs in schools.

1

International Agency for Research on Cancer 2011. www.iarc.fr/en/media-centre/pr/2011/pdfs/pr208_E.pdf
Independent Expert Group on Mobile Phones 2000, “The Stewart Report”, 6.23, 6.29, 6.30:
http://www.iegmp.org.uk/documents/iegmp_6.pdf This paper states that 1988 guidelines acknowledged
increased risk of exposure to children, but I’ve not been able to locate these older guidelines in online
databases.
3
http://iopscience.iop.org/0031-9155/53/6/001/pdf/pmb8_6_001.pdf
4
ARPANSA 2012 http://www.arpansa.gov.au/RadiationProtection/Factsheets/is_rfStandard.cfm
5
See: Hebrew Parliamentary record: http://www.knesset.gov.il/spokesman/heb/Result.asp?HodID=9871
Translated to English via Google® Translate:
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=iw&tl=en&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.knesset.gov.il%2Fspokesman
%2Fheb%2FPrintResult.asp%3FHodId%3D9871
An English news report: http://www.haaretz.com/business/knesset-backs-bill-requiring-cell-phones-tobear-health-hazard-warning-1.415677
6
http://www.katu.com/news/local/124406914.html (This case is discussed in more detail later in this
submission).
7
E-mail communication from the manager of IT Infrastructure 2/3/2012, filed by DoE under CEN_39286/1.
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Introduction
Background
I am a parent of two children attending a public primary school with around 140 other students.
Upon reading in one of the first school newsletters for this year that all laptops work wirelessly
across the school, a concern that had been in the back of my mind for some time took a step
forward.
I am an IT (information technology) consultant, and while I focus on the software side of IT rather
than the hardware side, it’s fair to say that, if anything, I have a vested interest in seeing information
communications technology (ICT) flourish. While I wouldn’t class myself as an ‘early adopter’ of
technology, I’m not a technology-hating luddite: my household has included a PC since the late
1980s; I have used the internet since dial-up days, progressed to satellite broadband, then ADSL; I’ve
owned a range of handheld devices from Palm pilots to smartphones; in employment and private
business I have worked with state and federal government, and small and multinational software
houses, and my business sees me working with clients in Australia, New Zealand, the UK, Europe
and the US all by the ‘magic’ of the internet.
At time of writing, if you visited our school’s website you’d be greeted with the website that a small
group of students put together over some months, as part of an extra IT class that I developed and
taught on a volunteer basis; I have seen first hand the challenges that schools face with IT
infrastructure. During that website project I wrote to the Principal to advise that it took one student
25 minutes to switch on a computer, log on, and start a software application. When my children
were in kindergarten, having watched the children wrestling with the tangle that a wired mouse
created, I gave the kindergarten a wireless mouse.
However, I’d also been vaguely aware of health concerns associated with EMR exposure, and while
I’d been content to live in relative ignorance, the more snippets I heard, the more uneasy I became.
Eventually I switched off the wireless router in our house and ran network cabling through the walls
and ceiling, so that my wife’s computer and my own did not need the wireless router. When the
kids grew older and I set up an old ‘hand-me-down’ laptop for them, I flicked the wireless router
back on as a matter of convenience, and then off again as I started to feel less comfortable about
how little I really knew.
Upon learning that the school is now covered with wireless radio frequency radiation, I determined
to do some research on what the current consensus is around the safety of WLANs in schools. This
document is the result of that research.

Approach
The first step was contacting the Principal, who referred me to DoE’s ICT unit. The responses I
received from that unit were reassuring on some levels, and less than reassuring on others and,
having read more about the issue since, I feel that DoE may need to reconsider current evidence
given its duty of care obligations.
This document is an attempt to gather what I see as being the salient points in the debate, with
more focus on the ‘against’ side of the debate. I take this approach primarily because it’s been these
points of which I was most ignorant, and I can perhaps therefore reasonably assume that others may
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be oblivious to them as well; and they are, I believe, very important points. As such, this document
may be best considered as a springboard for further reading.
While I cite research publications, I certainly don’t claim that I have read enough to be able to say
whether the articles I refer to are representative of the current weight of scientific evidence (there
are thousands of research papers on the potential health effects of EMR); however, in my reading
over some estimated 40 hours, I did get the sense that there was a definite pattern emerging – a
pattern of mounting evidence, of growing consensus (despite what seems to be entrenched
resistance in some important quarters), and of policy makers slowly catching up, while the
technology is rolled out at rates far faster than a scientific consensus could ever be achieved on a
complex biomedical question.
Similarly, I make no claims to being formally qualified to comment on the physics or complex
biological mechanisms that may come under question in examining the issue; I do, however, feel I
have enough knowledge to be able to come to a reasonably informed position, together with an
ability for critical thinking that allows me to incorporate the science into the more sociological
aspects of the debate.
There are a host of internet sites claiming to be educational resources on this issue. I’ve not been
content to take any claim from such sites at face value, and have always sought to confirm the
validity of claims from within authoritative sources of information, locating the documents they’ve
cited. Any exceptions to this approach are noted.
In this submission, any links to website resources are the original document or as close to the
source as possible (that is, reliable intermediaries – for example, the US National Library of
Medicine’s PubMed database for medical studies). Any exceptions to this approach are noted. The
approach to referencing here is a mix of formal and informal, designed to provide the reader with
the necessary information to access the source documents as quickly as possible (e.g. rather than
providing author name and publication date, it may be faster for the reader to just directly access the
document from the link provided, from which they can ascertain authorship details as desired).
Facts that I consider to be ‘general knowledge’ to someone who has done some basic reading on the
subject, may not be supported by references.
My hope is that other interested parties will take the time to review the debate first hand, rather
than taking my word for it.8 I’m human and I’ll have no doubt made mistakes, having tackled this
unpaid ‘project’ in ‘spare’ moments spread over some weeks. I especially hope that suitably qualified
individuals, who may have previously assumed ‘all is well’, will take the time to contribute to the
discussion.

The crux of the issue
There is little doubt that the current scientific consensus is that properly installed WLANs create
radiation exposure that is typically well below the current Australian standard’s limits for
radiofrequency exposure. However, the growing concern is that the current limits are flawed.

8

If you’d like to locate any of the resources I cite in this document, note that in a PDF document (like this
one), links that span more than one line may not direct you to the right address (in this case, clicking the link
can attempt to access an address that is comprised of only the first line of text – which is not the right
address). To locate a website resource using a multi-line link, copy the entire link and paste it into your web
browser.
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In Australia, ARPANSA is the government body responsible for setting the standard. ARPANSA has
acknowledged that the basis for its standard is the guidelines set by the International Commission on
Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP). The ARPANSA limits that cover the frequency range
encompassing typical WLAN are the same as ICNIRP’s limits in this range.9
Radiation is classified as being either ionizing or non-ionizing. Ionizing radiation is known to affect the
structure of molecules, and includes radiation such as gamma rays and X-rays. Ionizing radiation
actually removes electrons from atoms (that’s what ‘ionizing’ usually means). Non-ionizing radiation
does not alter molecular structure in this way.10
This doesn’t mean non-ionizing radiation is safe (otherwise there would be no guidelines for nonionizing radiation at all, and ICNIRP wouldn’t exist), it just means that the health concerns associated
with non-ionizing radiation are different. The radiation emitted by WLAN devices is a non-ionizing
radiation, in a similar part of the EMR spectrum as mobile phones (both are classified as RF
microwaves, while WLAN has a higher frequency than mobile phones).
The debate at present really hinges on the concern that the ICNIRP guidelines for non-ionizing
radiation may be completely inadequate, both in regard to the set limits, and to the fundamental
assumptions behind these limits; the reasoning behind the ICNIRP guidelines for WLAN frequency
radiation, which were established in 1998 and haven’t changed since, is based on the belief that nonionizing radiation in this frequency is only known to cause adverse health effects if the radiation is at
levels that will heat body tissues to adverse levels – these are known as “thermal effects”, and the
guidelines are set to avoid such effects.11
The growing concern is that this view is outdated and ignores accumulating evidence of adverse
biological effects as a result of radiation levels many times lower than these thermal levels. These
effects are referred to in the literature, variously, as “biological”, “athermal”, “non-thermal”, and
“sub-thermal” effects, and are held to be inducing a range of effects on tissues and biochemistry in
ways that are not fully understood. Some of these effects are referred to in the coming pages.
Understanding ‘consensus’
Science is a very demanding field in terms of ‘proof’. Scientists are generally hesitant to claim that
anything is true. Even in studies that show a strong correlation between X and Y, they will
acknowledge, correctly, that this doesn’t necessarily mean that X causes Y, and will also acknowledge
limitations of their studies, and call for further research to confirm or disprove their findings.
Scientists submitting papers to peer-reviewed journals can also expect their studies to be evaluated
critically by reviewers (but it should be noted that typically only two external reviewers assess the
papers for their suitability for publication; peer review is no guarantee that a paper will be flawless
and free of bias), as well as potentially coming under fire by peers once published.
In short, science typically builds up a body of knowledge very slowly, as a series of explorations into
new areas, improvements on existing broad bodies of knowledge, and fine tuning well-understood
areas of study, facilitated by study and counter-study.
9

ARPANSA 2002, pp ii, 7. http://www.arpansa.gov.au/pubs/rps/rps3.pdf For wireless frequency (2.4GHz is the
most often used), the ARPANSA basic restrictions are the same as the ICNIRP basic restrictions, as are the
reference levels (while ARPANSA goes to three significant figures rather than two - e.g. 61.4 compared with
61, 0.163 compared with 0.16, and 10.0 compared with 10).
10
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2011, http://www.epa.gov/radiation/understand/ionize_nonionize.html
11
ICNIRP 1998, p. 507 http://www.icnirp.org/documents/emfgdl.pdf
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A scientific consensus, then, begins with a mass of information that slowly evolves. This mass of
evolving findings is not quite raw data, but in terms of an issue which is still intensely studied, the
studies themselves are unlikely to yield a consensus.
The role of organisations such as WHO in a debate of this type, is to examine the available scientific
evidence and come to a position on the basis of that evidence. This position naturally needs to be
governed by the weight of evidence; if 80% of studies say ‘A’ and 20% of studies say ‘B’, it would be
outlandish to expect that WHO would establish ‘B’ as their position.
However, when reading the findings of such bodies, it’s easy to lose sight of the ‘B’; it’s easy to lose
sight of the fact that ‘finding B’ even exists in the literature, and it’s easy to lose sight of the fact that
while only 20% of studies found B, the last time such a review was performed, only 5% of studies
found B – that is, it’s easy to get the impression from a 30-second ‘sound bite’ on a media report, or
a paragraph from a review’s summary, that there’s actually no evidence for B at all, let alone that the
evidence for B could be growing. (Note that these are all arbitrary percentages – I’m not suggesting
anything here regarding the actual ratio of weight of evidence.)
For example, DoE’s response to my enquiry about the health effects of WLAN advised me that
“there is no evidence to support that a correctly installed Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)
radiation poses a risk. There have been many studies carried out but none point to a WLAN as
being dangerous”. Depending on one’s definition of ‘risk’, ‘evidence’ and ’dangerous’, this is simply
incorrect – see, for example the study titled “Use of laptop computers connected to internet
through Wi-Fi decreases human sperm motility and increases sperm DNA fragmentation”.12 One
study certainly does not constitute scientific consensus, but the conclusions of the study include the
fact that exposing sperm (outside the body), “to a wireless internet-connected laptop decreased
motility and induced DNA fragmentation by a nonthermal effect. We speculate that keeping a laptop
connected wirelessly to the internet on the lap near the testes may result in decreased male
fertility”. To state there’s no evidence of risk is a gross misrepresentation of the facts – and this is
just one of the studies that suggests risk, as will be seen.
I expect that such misrepresentation is a result of a misunderstanding of the way scientific consensus
works. For example, bodies such as WHO state that “considering the very low exposure levels and
research results collected to date, there is no convincing scientific evidence that the weak RF signals
from base stations and wireless networks cause adverse health effects.”13 That statement taken in
isolation could give rise to someone stating that “there is no evidence to support that a correctly
installed Wireless Local Area Network radiation poses a risk”. But considered in the broader
context – including the fact that the evidence is such that WHO itself, despite the preceding, older
statement of reassurance, now classes RF radiation as a Group 2B carcinogen – it becomes more
clear that scientific consensus is a slow-moving creature (much slower than the uptake of wireless
networks in society), and that an agreed consensus of low or no risk at any point in time does not
mean that there is not a growing number of very concerned individuals repeatedly demonstrating
very disturbing findings.
The ‘slowness’ of consensus is likely to be exacerbated by the fact that wi-fi is a relatively new
technology, and also that RF is commonplace, which means it’s increasingly difficult to find ‘control’
groups who have not been exposed, against which comparisons can be based.

12
13

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22112647
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs304/en/index.html
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The influence of industry upon study findings – and thus its ability to influence the creation of
consensus – should not be ignored either, since studies that are focused on providing industrysupporting outcomes could potentially skew/delay consensus. The length of time it took for the link
between smoking and lung cancer to become consensus in society is one example of such influence
at work, and there is no reason to think such influence no longer exists. For a public health example,
consider the food pyramids that people of my generation referred to for nutritional advice, and
regarding which Harvard University has stated publically:
For nearly two decades, the U.S. government distilled its nutrition advice
into pyramids. These efforts didn't accurately show people what makes
up a healthy diet. Why? Their recommendations were based on out-ofdate science and influenced by people with business interests in the
messages the icons sent.14
Such examples don’t show that something similar is happening in the communications industry, but
they do demonstrate that trusting industry to provide the full picture may be naïve.
Regarding ‘consensus’, it should also be noted that from an international public health perspective,
even the existence of a consensus is not terribly convincing, let alone whether the current consensus
is accurate. For example, a paper presented at the 2001 WHO Eastern Regional EMF Meeting and
Workshop15 takes the frequency range 2GHz as a sample (typical WLAN is at 2.4Ghz), and lists
some long-term exposure limits applicable in different countries: US and others (ICNIRP-based) 10
W/m2, but one thousand fold less in China, Russia and Switzerland at 0.01 W/m2.

14
15

http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/nutritionsource/what-should-you-eat/pyramid/
http://www.who.int/entity/peh-emf/meetings/en/day2Varna_Foster.pdf
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The guidelines
“The setting of guidelines or standards for maximum permissible levels of
exposure to RF and microwave radiation is a valid approach to managing
the risk of such exposures. The existing guidelines, however, are based on
results obtained from acute, short-term studies that are atypical of the RF
exposures associated with the handset of cellular mobile telephones. For
the first time in human history, a source of RF radiation is located right
next to the head of millions of cellular mobile telephone users. Biological
effects after repeated, prolonged, or lifelong exposure to RF energy
emitted by these low-power wireless telecommunication devices have
been investigated only during the past few years.”16
This would be a fairly sobering quotation coming from any journal, and it’s even more sobering when
one considers it comes from a 2003 issue of the “IEEE Microwave magazine”, published by the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), which is the body that invented the protocols
used by wi-fi technology, and is the self-proclaimed “world’s largest professional association for the
advancement of technology”.17 While this quotation refers to mobile phones, the points made about
the guidelines being established for acute exposures rather than chronic long-term exposures have
some currency in the WLAN debate, which are further cemented by potentially similar exposure
levels at close ranges (as occurs with laptops).18
In arguing that the IEEE standards are more scientifically sound than the ICNIRP guidelines on RF
(which are the same for both WLAN devices and mobiles), this paper is rather outspoken in its
appraisal of the limits (which operate on averaging out exposure levels across 10 grams of tissue or
even different tissues) as they apply to the practicalities of mobile use. According to the author, the
ICNIRP limit (upon which Australia’s is based) “grossly neglects the anatomic details of the ear...
Moreover, inside the human brain, the types and populations of cells and neurons are notably
different, even in 1 g of tissue.” (p. 26). Similarly, the ICNIRP’s approach of averaging absorption
over 10 grams, rather than 1gram as in the IEEE standard, “tends to lower the numerical value of
SAR [specific absorption rate – the factor that forms the basic restrictions for WLAN-frequency
radiation] by a factor of two or more.”(p. 24)
The author explains that the 1992 IEEE standards were arrived at by factoring a safety margin of 50
times lower than the levels at which effects were noted in animals (the same limits apply in the 1998
ICNIRP guidelines, by the same reasoning, as well as the fact that this level ensures a body
temperature increase of less than 1 degree Celsius after a half-hour’s exposure19). The effects that
were noted in animals, though, were the “disruption of work schedules in trained rodents and
primates” (p. 24). That is, the levels that were considered to create an effect were levels that caused
notable behavioural changes in other species – not changes in biochemistry or DNA expression or
any such subtle-but-‘sinister’ changes, but gross behavioural changes.
This fact is common knowledge within the debate regarding ICNIRP limits, and is confirmed by other
sources, including those that support the thermal basis of standards, for example:

16

Lin JC 2003, p.26 http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/freeabs_all.jsp?arnumber=1266063
http://www.ieee.org
18
See point 2 on page 29.
19
pp. 507, 509 http://www.icnirp.de/documents/emfgdl.pdf

17
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•

“The threshold of 4 W/kg for the disruption of complex behavioral performance in several
animal species and under diverse exposure conditions has formed the basis for the setting of
human exposure guidelines since 1982.”20

•

“the biological endpoint on which most contemporary standards are based is disruption of
food-motivated learned behavior in subject animals”21 (to put this in context, this is from a
paper which is critical of the quality of science behind claims of non-thermal effects).

I found this fact alone – that concerning radiation in the WLAN range, the ‘danger’ level established
in other species is the level of exposure at which their behaviour changes – to be somewhat
disturbing, and the more I read the more disturbed I became. More on the ICNIRP guidelines
follows later.

20
21

D’Andrea et al 2003, S58 http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/scc28/sc4/Behavioral%20effects.pdf
Osepchuk JM & Petersen RC, S8 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14628304
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A selected timeline - some evidence supporting precautionary
approaches
With regard to the studies cited here, this is obviously by no means an exhaustive list, but rather
some points which suggest that caution would be wise.
Similarly, I’ve noted some issues around mobile phones which, in Australia, generally operate at
different frequencies to WLAN, but are similar enough in frequency that both are classed as
microwaves. For example, several Australian carriers offer phones running on 2.1GHz, while typical
WLAN is 2.4GHz. Other phones (including some in these studies) may be around 0.85GHz (lower
than WLAN, but still microwave radio frequency).
I should clarify here that, throughout this document, I use the term “WLAN” (wireless local area
network) interchangeably with “wireless network” and “wi-fi” (which is actually a trademark).
WLAN/wi-fi routers are typically connected to a wired LAN or ADSL service supplied to the
premises at which the router is installed, effectively broadcasting that connection as a short range
“hot-spot”. In (potentially confusing) contrast, “Wireless broadband”– as delivered by, for example,
Telstra as “4G / Next G” is, for the purposes of this document, equivalent to mobile phone radiation
rather than to wi-fi raditation, in that, like mobiles, it operates at different frequencies to wi-fi (but
they’re all classed as microwaves), and is delivered via a sufficiently strong mobile phone network
signal. Wireless broadband such as 4G is not the topic of focus of this document (except by
association with references to mobile phone radiation).
I’ve also included findings on other forms of EMR at the lower end of the spectrum, very different to
microwaves. I’ve done this, not because the risks from one form of radiation necessarily apply to
other forms, but because these points demonstrate a trend of increasing evidence of risk with
increasing research; while microwaves have been widely used for public mobile communication
devices for a relatively short time, extremely low frequency EMR has been with us at least as long as
we’ve had power in our homes, and despite this relatively established technology, new risk evidence
is incoming.

1998: ICNIRP Standards
ICNIRP establishes RF exposure standards based on thermal effects. 22

2000: The Stewart Report
The Stewart Report was the outcome of the Independent Expert Group on Mobile Phones and
Health, requested by the UK Minister for Public Health to assess the possible health risks of mobile
phones.
The announcement of the report stated that “there is now some preliminary scientific evidence that
exposures to radiofrequency (RF) radiation may cause subtle effects on biological functions, including
those of the brain. This does not necessarily mean that health is affected but it is not possible to say
that exposure to RF radiation, even at levels below national guidelines, is totally without potential
adverse health effects”, while at the same time concluding that “the balance of evidence to date does
not suggest that emissions from mobile phones and base stations put the health of the UK
population at risk”. 23

22
23

http://www.icnirp.de/documents/emfgdl.pdf
http://www.iegmp.org.uk
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Despite that conclusion the Stewart Report recommended precautionary approaches, particularly
where children were concerned (including recommendations for limitations on mobile phone tower
installations near schools).24

June 2001: Possible Human Carcinogen: Extremely Low Frequency
Magnetic Fields
WHO’s International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) classifies extremely low frequency
magnetic fields (ELF-MF) as a Group 2B carcinogen (“possible human carcinogen”).25
Note that ELF-MF is a different phenomenon to RF. However, they are each experienced on the
EMR spectrum, both are subject to emerging research, and the trend of both being considered ‘no
risk’, moving toward approaching an established ‘consensus of risk’, demonstrates that the science is
still catching up in this field, as shown by the following points.

2003: “Intermittent extremely low frequency electromagnetic fields cause
DNA damage in a dose-dependent way”
As an example of the emerging research on ELF-MF, this study finds “effects occurred at a magnetic
flux density as low as 35 mu T, being well below proposed International Commission of NonIonizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) guidelines. The induced DNA damage is not based on
thermal effects and arouses concern about environmental threshold limit values for ELF exposure".26
(emphasis mine)
Once again, while my concern in this submission is with WLAN RF, not with ELF MF (as researched
in this study), I cite this study to demonstrate evidence that the same set of ICNIRP guidelines which
also governs RF, is not adequate to protect against the risks they were designed to protect against; a
trend of adverse non-thermal effects well below ICNIRP guidelines is notable.

2003: Neuron damage in rats exposed to mobile phone radiation.
In this study, “three groups each of eight rats were exposed for 2 hr to Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM) mobile phone electromagnetic fields of different strengths. We found highly
significant ... evidence for neuronal damage in the cortex, hippocampus, and basal ganglia in the
brains of exposed rats”.27

2004: WHO evaluates research requirements re exposure of children to
RF
A WHO working group met in 2004 to evaluate literature and establish research requirements
concerning the exposure of children to ELF and RF EMR. A paper28 was published the following year
detailing the findings of the discussions.
Some salient points include that “the relative depth of penetration is larger for children, a logical
consequence of smaller head diameter. Dielectric studies encompassing several tissue types,
including brain, obtained from newborn to fully grown rats, mice, and rabbits exposed to RF EMF in
the frequency ranges of 130 MHz to 10 GHz [a range which includes WLAN] and 300 kHz to 300
24

Paragraph 1.42 http://www.iegmp.org.uk/report/summary.htm
https://apps.who.int/inf-fs/en/fact263.html
26
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12802592
27
http://ehp03.niehs.nih.gov/article/fetchArticle.action?articleURI=info%3Adoi%2F10.1289%2Fehp.6039
28
http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/116/2/e303.full
25
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MHz report large, age-related variations in the permittivity and conductivity of brain tissue and even
larger variations for skin and skull tissue.”
And a comment that confirmed my growing misgivings about the increasing evidence of risk was that
“at present, population exposure to RF fields has been much less characterized than ELF fields, partly
because of technical challenges (lack of adequate measuring equipment), the rapid evolution of
mobile-phone technology (frequency, coding schemes), and new patterns of use (duration of calls,
short-message services). However, the main reason ELF fields are better understood than RF fields is
that they have been studied more.” (emphasis mine). RF encompasses WLAN.

2005: Wireless RF alters gene expression
In a study titled “2.45 GHz radiofrequency fields alter gene expression in cultured human cells”, it
was stated “We used the pulsed RF fields at a frequency of 2.45 GHz that is commonly used in
telecommunication to expose cultured human HL-60 cells… these results indicate that the RF fields
at 2.45 GHz can alter gene expression in cultured human cells through non-thermal mechanism”. 29
(emphasis mine)
Wi-fi RF operates at 2.4GHz, Bluetooth® at 2.45GHz. “Gene expression” is the “conversion of the
information encoded in a gene first into messenger RNA [which carries the DNA blueprint] and
then to a protein.”30 That is, RF at the frequency of Bluetooth, and very similar to typical WLAN,
alters one of the most fundamental ‘building’ mechanisms in all life. “We observed that 221 genes
altered their expression after a 2-h exposure. The number of affected genes increased to 759 after a
6-h exposure.”
Once again the authors point out that this was performed on human cells outside a human body, and
that the hardware producing the radiation wasn’t exactly the same as used for wireless
communication. Nonetheless, their findings were that “data from our study indicate that RF indeed
has biological effects”, and that “the altered gene expression in the RF exposed cells was due to nonthermal mechanism(s)”.31

2007: Non-thermal RF effects on the Blood Brain Barrier (BBB)
The BBB is “a mechanism that creates a barrier between brain tissues and circulating blood; serves
to protect the central nervous system”.32
This paper on work done at the Lund University Faculty of Medicine, Sweden, states “Since 1988 our
group has studied the effects upon the mammalian blood-brain barrier (BBB) by non-thermal radio
frequency electromagnetic fields (RF-EMF). These have been revealed to cause significantly increased
leakage of albumin through the BBB of exposed rats as compared to non-exposed animals—in a total
series of about two thousand animals. One remarkable observation is the fact that the lowest energy
levels give rise to the most pronounced albumin leakage. If mobile communication, even at
extremely low energy levels, causes the users’ own albumin to leak out through the BBB, also other
unwanted and toxic molecules in the blood, may leak into the brain tissue and concentrate in and
damage the neurons and glial cells of the brain.”33 (emphases mine)
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http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16107253
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http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16107253
32
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Another paper in the same 2007 journal, from other members of the same research group, notes
“our group has examined the effects of radiofrequency electromagnetic fields (RF-EMF), including
pulse-modulated waves of the type emitted by mobile phones, upon the blood–brain barrier. In
more than 2,000 rats, we have repeatedly demonstrated a passage of the rats’ own albumin from the
blood through the brain capillaries into the surrounding brain parenchyma at SAR values down to
0.1mW/kg"34 (emphasis mine).
Note that the Australian regulatory SAR (specific absorption rate) limit is currently 80mW/kg for
whole body exposure in that frequency range, and 2000mW/kg for peak in the head and torso35 –
both being orders of magnitude higher than the levels cited as inducing the adverse effects studied in
rats.

2007: The “BioInitiative Report”
A group of fourteen concerned professionals (employed in various fields – practical and academic –
such as oncology, physiology, bioengineering, environmental health) self-publish “The BioInitiave
Report”, 36 a 600-page review of scientific literature (“a review of over 2,000 studies showing
biological effects from electromagnetic radiation at non-thermal levels of exposure”37) demonstrating
effects that are currently not acknowledged by ICNIRP standards, calling for an overhaul of a variety
of standards.
The “International EMF Alliance” which subsequently grew from the impetus of this report, now
publically lists the support of around 40 international life science/health experts.38
The alliance does itself no favours by promoting what looks to be some fairly sensationalising
books,39 and it must be remembered that the BioInitiative Report itself is not a scientific study
(despite the fact that it does rely heavily on peer reviewed science), but rather an attempt to draw
attention to the issue with the support of credible evidence compiled in an accessible way. As such,
it provides a useful starting point from which relevant studies can be tracked down.

2008: BioInitiative Report ‘does not progress science’
Australian Centre for Radiofrequency Bioeffects Research (ACRBR)40 publishes its position
statement on the BioInitiative Report. To do so, it poses and answers questions such as: “Do the
BioInitiative Report authors represent an authoritative international body?”; “What is the scientific
status of the BioInitiative Report?” and: “Should we be convinced by the BioInitiative Report?” It
notes that the authors do not represent an authoritative international body (and refers to them as
“a group of interested individuals”), and that the report is of questionable scientific status since it
was not peer reviewed, and concludes that it does not progress science.41
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Dismissing it as not progressing science is arguably valid, since it is apparently intended to be a
position statement from a group of concerned professionals (albeit mostly scientists and
researchers) - a public health document focusing on the risks of the technologies communities are
being swamped with, rather than a document that weighs up every study for and against. But the fact
of its existence should give pause; that fourteen individuals from various related backgrounds would
make the effort to produce a 600-page document, potentially compromising their presumably gainful
employment,42 risking the character assassinations that could well ensue, to make their concerns
public, is more than a little food for thought.
In short, ACRBR tackles the report’s credentials as a scientific study, focusing on what it is not
rather than on what it is. Debunking a self-published document as poor science is what we could
reasonably expect a scientific research organisation to do, because the document is not a scientific
journal. But to assume, on this basis alone, that the report has nothing to offer the debate from a
scientific and public health perspective, would be very foolish.

2008: ELF EMF linked to Alzheimer’s disease
This study finds that “available epidemiological evidence suggests an association between
occupational exposure to ELF-EMF and AD [Alzheimer’s disease]”.43
Again this refers to extremely low-frequency EMF rather than RF microwave radiation, but once
again it represents a growing body of EMR risk evidence, and in this case based on epidemiological
evidence. Epidemiology is the science of establishing links between factors and outcomes based on
studying real populations and their histories – something we will probably not be able to do with any
certainty in regard to WLAN – a relatively new technology – for some years.

2008: Child models exceed absorption limits by up to 40% at exposure
limits
This study is concerned with the oversimplification of models (i.e. human body shapes) used to
determine how much radiation is likely to be absorbed by humans, and therefore used a range of
more realistic models to test SAR (‘specific absorption rate’ of radiation). The results “show that
for adults, compliance with reference levels ensures compliance with basic restrictions, but
concerning children models involved in this study, the whole-body-averaged SAR goes over the
fundamental safety limits up to 40%”.44
In 2009, ICNIRP acknowledged the advancements in modelling techniques (specifically citing this
study amongst others similar to it), and responded to such findings by stating “from 1 to 4 GHz
[which includes WLAN] for bodies shorter than 1.3 m in height (corresponding approximately to
children aged 8 y or younger) at the recommended reference level the induced SARs could be up to
40% higher than the current basic restriction under worst-case conditions. However, this is
negligible compared with the large reduction factor of 50 (5,000%) for the general public.” 45
This would appear to be an alarming ‘cop-out’ from ICNIRP, but to understand why, some more
detail on the guidelines is required.
The ICNIRP (and Australia’s ARPANSA) guidelines are two-pronged:
42
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1. “Basic restrictions” in terms of WLAN frequency, refers to the restriction on SAR (specific
absorption rate) that ICNIRP set – how much radiation the body should be allowed to
absorb.
2. “Reference levels” in regard to WLAN, are the levels set by ICNIRP to indicate the level of
exposure at which the basic restriction SAR limit would be reached.
ICNIRP stated in their guidelines that “compliance with all reference levels [i.e. exposures] given in
these guidelines will ensure compliance with basic restrictions [i.e. absorption]”.46 This study shows
the ICNIRP statement is incorrect – it demonstrates that when using a more anatomically accurate
model for determining absorption levels in children, when you expose that model to ICNIRP’s own
reference levels, ICNIRP’s own basic restriction SAR levels are exceeded by 40%. And while ICNIRP
acknowledged such studies, it labelled the 40% breach as “negligible”.
To understand ICNIRP’s response about this being a “negligible” finding, we need to look at how the
basic limits were arrived at.
As has already been mentioned, the historical foundation for standards is the absorption level at
which disruption of learned behaviour in other species was noted. ICNIRP also take this as their
basis, together with the fact it’s also the limit at which a half-hour exposure will induce a body
temperature rise less than one degree Celsius.47
This absorption limit is 4W/kg. Based on this, ICNIRP set the occupational SAR (i.e. the absorption
for people who, for example, deal with radiation in their employment and are trained in protective
measures) at 0.4W/kg, ten times less than the limit at which behavioural changes are noted, stating
that this “provides a large margin of safety for other limiting conditions”.48
Then, “an additional safety factor of 5 is introduced for exposure of the public”, bringing 0.4W/kg
down to 0.08W/kg.49 So, in total, ICNIRP factored in a safety buffer of 10 times lower (for
occupational absorption ) and an additional 5 times lower again for the general public, making a total
of 50 times lower than the limit at which, after a half hour, body temperature rises by 1 degree, and
at which behavioural changes are observed in other species.
This safety buffer, then, is the “factor of 50” ICNIRP refers to when it says of the 40% breach of
basic restrictions in children that “this is negligible compared with the large reduction factor of 50
(5,000%) for the general public.” Effectively, ICNIRP is saying that the fact that ICNIRP got the
reference levels (at which SAR wouldn’t be exceeded) wrong, doesn’t matter, because the basic
restrictions included a buffer. That is, ICNIRP is saying ‘don’t worry, the buffer is only a buffer’. See
figure 1 below for a depiction of the situation.
By this logic, one could reasonably ask whether ICNIRP actually holds that humans should assume
that radiation absorption at any level below that at which rodents stop performing their foodmotivated behaviour, is safe.
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These are pertinent questions given that bodies such as ARPANSA cite the safety buffer as
reassurance against the possibility of biological effects occurring below ARPANSA’s current
standard.50

Figure 1 (created by me, not sourced externally) – Depicting (not to scale) some pertinent
radiation absorption levels. Point A is the basis for the ICNIRP standard, and Point B is the limit
set by ICNIRP for the absorption level acceptable for the general public, which was set 50 times
lower than point A to create a buffer. Point C (the higher blue line) is the absorption level noted
in experiments performed with child models at the ICNIRP reference levels for exposure (which
were supposed to ensure point B was not breached), and is 40% higher than the limit set at Point
B. Point D (the lower blue line) is added to demonstrate that even at absorption levels below
ICNIRP’s point B limit, adverse effects have been noted in animals. Note that this diagram is not
to scale. If points A, B, and C were to scale, the line of point C would be nearly indistinguishable
from that of point B, and that’s what ICNIRP means by it being a negligible breach: compared to
the distance between A and B (3.92 W/kg), the 0.03 W/kg breach of C above B, is small.
However, this raises questions about at what point in the space between A and B – the buffer
zone – ICNIRP would consider a breach something other than ‘negligible’. The implication in
their statement is that point A is the only level of absorption regarding which we should really
have concerns, which stands in stark contrast the findings at point D.

If nothing else, studies such as this demonstrate two important things:
1. that ICNIRP has made mistakes in the past (remembering their statement that adhering to
reference levels would “ensure” basic restrictions weren’t exceeded – which they don’t),
and
2. that elevated risks are faced by children.
50
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The study also shows that whole-body absorption of radiofrequency radiation actually peaks around
the 1.8-2.4GHz mark (where WLAN operates). The study is (at time of writing) publically accessible
and well worth reviewing.51
Note though, that this exceeding of limits in child models occurred at reference levels – that is, at
what ICNIRP classes as the absolute maximum exposure to which a member of the public should be
exposed (thus ICNIRP’s referring to it as ‘worst-case’ conditions). This study therefore does not
show that children are exceeding the current limits in real life situations, although it does show that
the current limits do allow for this to occur. Reference levels were always intended to provide a
simpler basis against which likely absorption could be tested, and that has flowed through into the
regulatory environment. For example, the ARPANSA Standard that applies to Australia states that:
The mandatory basic restrictions in this Standard are specified through
quantities that are often difficult and, in many cases, impractical to
measure. Therefore, reference levels of exposure, which are simpler to
measure, are provided as an alternative means of showing compliance
with the mandatory basic restrictions. The reference levels have been
conservatively formulated such that compliance with the reference levels
given in this Standard will ensure compliance with the basic restrictions. If
measured exposures are higher than reference levels, it does not
necessarily follow that the basic restrictions have been exceeded, but a
more detailed analysis is necessary to show compliance with the basic
restrictions.52
In short, if it doesn’t exceed the reference level, it doesn’t need to be tested against basic
restrictions. As we’ve seen, something operating at the reference level limit exceeds the basic
restrictions by 40% in children, so in theory it’s possible for a device to hit the market that exceeds
basic restrictions by 40% in children.53
It should be noted that other limits may apply to hardware which could limit exposure independently
of ICNIRP guidelines; communications authorities, for example, may impose their own standards to
address their own (non-health-related) concerns. While such limits may not have been created to
address health concerns they may, incidentally, curb the health exposure risks created by WLAN
devices. For example, in the European Union the maximum radiated power limit (as opposed to the
radiation exposure limit) to which wireless networking devices must adhere is 100mW EIRP54 (while
in Australia the limit is 4W EIRP55 – 40 times higher). The considerations under which these power
limits are arrived at are more due to technical concerns (for example, interference between
telecommunications devices), rather than health concerns (which are addressed by ICNIRP-type
guidelines), and while the output power and the resultant radiation levels created are related, it
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would remain for vendors/regulators to ensure that a device adhering to these power standards also
complies to health-based exposure standards, and vice versa.

2009: Non-thermal biological effects of microwaves on neural cells
This study finds “Continuous exposure to 900MHz GSM-modulated EMF alters morphological
maturation of neural cells”, stating that their experimental "system allows cells to be exposed at SAR
value lower than that at which thermal effects may occur”.56 (emphasis mine)
900MHz is the frequency used by many mobile phones.

2009: ICNIRP states ‘current limits ok for now’
ICNIRP issues a statement (already referred to above in regard to the SAR limits being exceeded by
40% in children) that the scientific literature since the publication of their 1998 guidelines...
...has provided no evidence of any adverse effects below the basic
restrictions and does not necessitate an immediate revision of its guidance
on limiting exposure to high frequency electromagnetic fields. The
biological basis of such guidance remains the avoidance of adverse effects
such as “work stoppage” caused by mild whole-body heat stress and/or
tissue damage caused by excessive localized heating (D’Andrea et al.
2007). With regard to non-thermal interactions, it is in principle
impossible to disprove their possible existence but the plausibility of the
various non-thermal mechanisms that have been proposed is very low. 57
The statement that there has been “no evidence” for sub-thermal effects is, when treated literally,
factually incorrect given even just the handful of studies listed here (even remembering that ICNIRP
is referring here to high-frequency EMFs – e.g. WLAN and mobile, but not ‘ELF’ fields). ICNIRP may
feel justified in saying there is “no evidence” in the context of a consensus standpoint, but even a
cursory appraisal of the sources for the evidence cited in the BioInitiative Report suggests even this
is a shaky claim.
Furthermore, any ‘implausibility’ of the mechanisms by which sub-thermal effects could occur, could
well be a reason to place a low value on evidence that suggests the effects exist, if this were a trivial
issue of little significance for public health. But, from a public health perspective, given the current
rollout of the technologies involved, if the explanations seem implausible, this should be more
reason to admit that something appears to be going on which we currently don’t fully understand.
ICNIRP’s website states that the current standards are being revised, following a 2009 review.58 It
will be interesting, to say the least, to see whether the apparently inadequate reference level limits
are lowered or whether ICNIRP still holds that their buffer is adequate protection. Any tightening of
the guidelines would demonstrate that ICNIRP acknowledges an increased risk, while not changing
them would fly in the face of mounting evidence – in a sense they’ll be damned if they do or don’t.
Regardless, I argue that policy makers cannot ethically rely solely on (and wait for) ICNIRP’s or
ARPANSA’s revised limits to inform their policy on WLAN in schools – an argument I develop
further in this document.
56
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2009: Pathophysiology issue on EMF
The August 2009 issue of the journal Pathophysiology featured a number of studies on EMF and
health. Some pertinent studies were:
•

“Electromagnetic fields stress living cells”: 59 “It is clear that in order to protect living cells,
EMF safety limits must be changed from the current thermal standard, based on energy, to
one based on biological responses that occur long before the threshold for thermal
changes”.

•

“Electromagnetic fields and DNA damage”: 60 a review of literature which notes that there is
a mix of findings, but nonetheless concludes that “RFR [RF Radiation] exposure does indeed
appear to affect DNA damage and repair”.

•

“Genotoxic effects of radiofrequency electromagnetic fields”: 61 another review, which finds
that “altogether there is ample evidence that RF-EMF can alter the genetic material of
exposed cells in vivo (i.e. inside a living body) and in vitro (i.e. outside a living body) and in
more than one way.”

This issue of the journal was guest-edited by Martin Blank of the Columbia University Medical
Centre.62 He was also an editor of the ‘BioIniative Report’.63 Guest-editing of journals is not
unusual, but some critics have implied that it allows the editor to ‘stack’ the journal with evidence
that supports their views. If that’s true, the same is certainly true of industry interests on public
health panels, as well as the effect of industry funding on scientific studies. One should also consider
why a researcher would be invited to guest edit a peer-reviewed journal in the first place – it usually
confers prestige on the guest editor because they’re regarded as eminent enough to warrant the
appointment.

2010: INTERPHONE results published
INTERPHONE was the largest study on mobile phone risk to be performed up until that time. The
conclusion was “Overall, no increase in risk of glioma or meningioma [two kinds of brain tumours]
was observed with use of mobile phones. There were suggestions [in the results] of an increased
risk of glioma at the highest exposure levels, but biases and error [within the study’s methodology]
prevent a causal interpretation.” This muted conclusion is despite results such as “the OR [odds
ratio] for ipsilateral use in the highest category was appreciably elevated” – appreciably increased
risk of a brain tumour on the same side as a mobile phone is held in heavy use – and in the highest
category of use, “for cumulative number of calls, there was a consistent trend towards increasing
ratios [=increasing risk] with increasing exposure.”64
It should also be noted that the very first finding listed in the ‘results’ section of the final report was
that “a reduced odds ratio (OR) related to ever having been a regular mobile phone user was seen
for glioma ... and meningioma” (emphasis mine). That is, taken at face value, the data demonstrated
a protective effect from mobile phones in one of the study’s assessments. That this finding has been
the focus of attempts (by the study’s authors and by external reviewers) to explain how such an
59
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‘implausible’ result could occur, strikes me as interesting. It demonstrates an inclination to treat data
that doesn’t behave as expected, as ‘erroneous’, rather than suggesting that perhaps our assumptions
may have been wrong.
Interestingly, a much earlier study (1999) had already demonstrated that exposure to simulated
mobile phone radiation speeds up reaction times in humans – another apparent ‘beneficial’
response.65
A genuinely scientific approach would surely allow for the possibility that if such levels of radiation
cause effects on a complex organism with incredibly complex systems, it’s highly likely that the
effects would be a mix of positives and negatives, rather than demanding that data should conform
to a simple dose-response relationship of harm.
ICNIRP’s response to the INTERPHONE study was to effectively discount every finding (those that
suggest a link between mobiles and cancer, and those that actually suggest a protective effect) on the
basis of methodological flaws. 66 Such a dismissal is not necessarily brash or unwarranted since the
study’s authors themselves noted flaws and biases in the methodology, together with suspect levels
of reported use by study participants, however, looking at it more cynically, one could perhaps
explain the desire to ‘explain away’ data showing ‘implausible’ beneficial effects by considering that
the acknowledgment of any effect, positive or negative, involves an inherent admission of biological
effects below the current limits.

2010: The “Seletun Scientific Statement”
Following on from the work of the BioInitiative Report, in 2009 the “Seletun Scientific Panel” issues
a “consensus statement” known as the “Seletun Statement” with similar aims, some of the content
from which is published in the journal Reviews on Environmental Health in 2010.67 The statement calls
for the current microwave/RF limits to be lowered by 50,000 to 60,000 times, with the website
adding that even this level “may need to be lowered in the future”, and further continues:
It is a serious mistake to believe that we have always lived in man-made
electromagnetic fields, such as from electrical power, radio, TV,
computers, and wireless telecommunication, and therefore should not
worry. It was not long ago when people thought that X-rays,
radioactivity, strong ultraviolet light and radar were completely without
harm. 68
That last statement strikes me as having sociological merit, and deserves some reflection; individuals
of an older generation inform me that a trip to the shoe shop was always fun as a child, because the
shop assistant (who presumably wasn’t a qualified radiologist) would offer X-rays of their feet in
their new shoes, right there in the shop, ‘just to make sure they fitted well’.
RF is not X-ray frequency, and the fact that we used to think X-rays were harmless and now don’t,
does not mean that everything that we now think is harmless will therefore necessarily be found to
be harmful in the future. I’m also not suggesting that we know as much about RF as we do X-rays
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(the harmfulness of which had a relatively quickly established consensus). But I am suggesting that
there are historical lessons of which we should be mindful.

May 2011: WHO classes RF EMF as a Group 2B possible carcinogen
WHO’s International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) classes radio frequency (i.e. including
wi-fi) electromagnetic fields as a ‘possible human carcinogen’.69
The 2B classification does not mean that WHO’s position is that RF is definitely carcinogenic (there
are classes representing degrees of certainty: Group 2A “probably carcinogenic” and Group 1
“carcinogenic”), but it does indicate a growing body of evidence (given that human-produced RF has
been around since the 19th century and was only classified 2B in 2011).
Group 2B includes around 270 candidates,70 the more recognisable amongst them ranging from
infamous representatives of past chemical follies (such as DDT and lead) through to the less-sinister
sounding coffee and pickled vegetables (apparently a traditional Asian preparation has been linked to
a digestive tract cancer).
Much has been made of the fact that many people still drink coffee despite the 2B classification, but
in the context of my purpose here, it’s worth pointing out that we don’t institutionally encourage
children to drink coffee at school, nor drip-feed it daily in the classroom without either parental or
students’ permission, as we are currently doing with WLAN.

May 2011: ICNIRP responds to the Group 2B classification of RF
In response to WHO’s classification of RF-EMF as a possible human carcinogen, ICNIRP issues a
statement, saying that: “ICNIRP awaits with interest the full Monograph that explains the
justification and arguments put forward by IARC in arriving at this conclusion”.71
As at the time of writing this submission, the Monograph in question is still listed on the IARC
website as “in prep”.72

Jun 2011: Parent sues school district over WLAN
A parent in Oregon, United States, files a suit against his child’s school district, claiming to have
expert witness testimony.73 More on the testimony follows.

Sep 2011: UK Health Protection Agency (HPA) reports
The HPA committed to researching exposures created by laptops in classrooms.
The conclusions of this interim report were that “the data gathered during the project continue to
reinforce the position adopted by the HPA at the beginning of the project that exposures are small
in relation to the ICNIRP guidelines and less than those from mobile phones.”74
Once again, the initial figures are less reassuring in light of findings of other studies. The highest SAR
values for the torso were calculated at 14.4mW/kg, compared to the ICNIRP limit of 80mW/kg.
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Later reports from the same project focus on the duty cycle of wi-fi devices – the amount of time
RF signals are actually transmitted. Laptops were found to transmit just under one per cent of their
‘up-time’, while access points were transmitting 12% of the time (wi-fi devices transmit in very quick,
continual bursts, rather than constantly). Based on this reduced transmission time, the researchers
‘time-averaged’ the power outputs (for example, to reduce the 20 milliwatt laptop output to 0.2
milliwatt), which in turn, according to their computer modelling, reduces the maximum laptop SAR
to 80 microwatt per kg in the torso (=0.08 mW/kg, one thousand times lower than the ICNIRP limit
for the head, and some 25,000 times lower than the torso limit).75
As a parent of children in a school using WLAN, this subsequent report presented, on first reading,
the most reassuring findings I’ve come across, in that the study was specifically targeted to
investigate exposure in schools, and the findings demonstrate low SAR. But even so, it would seem
that the HPA’s conclusions are stated with an unwarranted degree of certainty: “Results so far show
RF exposures are likely to be well within internationally accepted (ICNIRP) guidelines ... there is no
reason why Wi-Fi should not continue to be used in schools”. If adherence to the ICNIRP standards
was the only ground for concern, then yes, the study certainly warrants confidence, but that’s not the
only issue.
In one sense, the rather forthright conclusion that there is “no reason” WLAN shouldn’t be used in
schools, seems to suggest a change in attitude with a ‘changing of the guard’; Sir William Stewart
(after whom the Stewart Report on mobile phones, referred to above, was named) was the former
chairman of the HPA, and while the HPA’s current website blurb appropriates his statement that it
would be timely to study the new wi-fi technology given its rollout,76 the Stewart Report made it
very clear that devices exceeding the ICNIRP guidelines was not the only issue: “We conclude
therefore that it is not possible at present to say that exposure to RF radiation, even at levels below
national guidelines, is totally without potential adverse health effects, and that the gaps in knowledge
are sufficient to justify a precautionary approach”.77 This latest HPA study actually, upon reflection,
seems to do nothing to address this concern, and rather only confirms that WLAN operates within
the national guidelines that the Stewart Report stated were not necessarily any guarantee of safety
(recall that the Stewart Report recommended that restrictions be placed on the siting of mobile
phone masts around schools, due to this uncertainty and the increased risks in children).78 In short,
moving from a precautionary approach regarding RF around schools, to stating that there is “no
reason” for not using RF in schools, would appear to be a demonstration of how public health policy
may not come down to cold, hard, impartial science alone.
Back to the science, in light of other concerns around the standards themselves, the apparently very
low HPA finding of 0.08mW/kg may not be as reassuring as it sounds. For example:
•
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The report states that the study used a model based on the body of a ten year old.79 One
size does not fit all with regard to radiation absorption – there are significant differences
between SAR values in children of different ages. For example, the study that found basic

http://www.icnirp.org/Kids/MannPre.pdf
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http://www.hpa.org.uk/Topics/Radiation/UnderstandingRadiation/UnderstandingRadiationTopics/Electromagneti
cFields/WiFi/
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Paragraph 1.19 http://www.iegmp.org.uk/documents/iegmp_1.pdf (emphasis mine)
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Also see a YouTube bootlegged BBC Panorama episode in three parts for comments from Sir William
Stewart (specifically in regard to wi-fi in part 3 at 8 mins 25 sec) http://youtu.be/IuNaDj6VLHw It should be
noted that the program had upheld complaints made against it:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/7122230.stm
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p. 5 http://www.icnirp.org/Kids/MannPre.pdf
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restrictions in children were being breached by 40% at reference levels, also showed that on
average, whole body average SAR around the 2GHz peak varied by around 30% between a
12 year old and a 5 year old – the smaller the child, the higher the absorption.80
•

As noted above, the Lund University group have observed leakage across the blood brain
barrier at 0.1mW/kg (only 25% higher than the HPA’s 0.08mW/kg school findings) in rats,
and found that the lowest energy levels gave rise to the most pronounced leakage.

•

Suggestions (as discussed above) from an IEEE fellow (IEEE is the creator of the wi-fi
technology protocols) that the ICNIRP approach to calculating SAR can underestimate
results by a factor of two or more.

•

Possible issues with the accuracy of SAR measurements determined from time-averaged
outputs. (This is a possibility only – I’ve not been able to access the detail of the HPA studies
other than the high level presentation referenced above – but have noted that timeaveraging is mentioned as being potentially problematic in the literature). 81

•

Further, it’s possible that time-averaging is a scientifically naïve approach; according to a
Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Sciences synopsis of the US Federal
Communications Commission (FFC) guidelines, “Due to the wide variety of radiation
source[sic], in addition to varying frequency where the duty cycle of the generators varied
from continuous to pulse waves with large and small duty cycles, one needed to differentiate
the effects of continuous wave and pulse wave sources, [and] the decision was to account
for this uncertainty through the practice of time averaging.”82 That is, time-averaging is a
scientific convenience, which includes the inherent assumption that the effects of bursts of
radiation would be equal to the effects from a constant exposure that represents the total of
the individual pulses. However, it’s plausible that continual, short bursts of radiation could
have a completely different biological effect to a constant exposure of a simply
mathematically equivalent cumulative nature (for example, consider the study above focusing
on pulsed RF, under the heading “2005: Wireless RF alters gene expression”).

•

Due to communications-based regulatory/licensing differences (rather than radiation safety
limits), it can’t be assumed that these UK findings will automatically apply to Australia. In the
UK the limit for WLAN devices is 100mW EIRP,83 while in Australia the limit is forty times
higher at 4W EIRP.84 This doesn’t automatically mean we’re subjected to levels 40 times
higher than represented in these studies, but the communications regulations in Australia are
certainly more accommodating of higher hardware output powers.

•

The HPA’s 0.08 mW/kg finding is one thousand times lower than the ICNIRP limit for the
head, and some 25000 times lower than the torso limit. The Seletun Statement states that
based on the evidence reviewed, adverse health effects are known at 50,000 – 60,000 times
lower than the ICNIRP limits.85
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p 1523 http://iopscience.iop.org/0031-9155/53/6/001/pdf/0031-9155_53_6_001.pdf
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In summary, that there is “no reason” wireless networks should not be used in schools, may be true
within the apparently very narrow aims of establishing ICNIRP compliance, but it is far from the full
picture. This is a very good example of a case where media coverage of a study could convey very
reassuring findings to an unsuspecting public, when in fact all the study has achieved is to
demonstrate that devices adhere to standards which are 14 years old, which are demonstrably
flawed, which are now being revised, and which could be orders of magnitude too high.

Dec 2011: Cold War microwave warfare expert’s testimony submitted
Barrie Trower signs off on his expert witness submission, which is filed in January 2012. Mr Trower
claims to have a degree in physics, and to have been government-trained in microwave warfare,
including RF-based Cold War interrogation techniques.
There are lots of copies of his document floating around on the internet. Given the potential for
precedent-setting in this case, as well as the fairly explosive claims made by Mr Trower, I expected it
would have quite a high profile in the media. But the media report cited above (see footnote 73 on
page 22) was the most ‘reliable’ independent source I could find, which wasn’t encouraging, so I
wondered whether this was a well-engineered smokescreen for the anti-WLAN lobby.
Having applied for, and been issued with, login credentials to the US Government’s ‘Public Access to
Court Electronic Records’ (PACER) database, I was able to locate and download the document in
question, and it matches the copies I found on a variety of sites – in short, the documents circulating
the internet under the claim of being official court documents, were actually official court
documents.86
Of course, it must be noted that (at time of writing) the case is yet to run its course; it’s possible
that the defence counsel will cross-examine Mr Trower and expose serious flaws in his statement.
Also, not all of the reference links in the statement appear to be ‘live’. As such it needs to be
viewed critically rather than taken entirely at face value. I include his statements for
reference/interest only, and I certainly don’t feel that the case against WLAN collapses even if this
evidence proves to be defective.
Mr Trower writes with a forthright tone which is in contrast to the cautiousness of even those
scientific studies which state that there are links between RF and adverse health effects.
A selection from the evidence offered my Mr Trower (which I have appended to this document in
full from the PACER database, with permission) includes:
“There is a plethora of extensive, well-researched documents from around the world highlighting
impairments and illnesses caused by MW [microwave] radiation. These papers (in their thousands) discuss
adverse health outcomes caused by low-level (below thermal) microwaves as: arrhythmia, heart attack, cell
death, diseases of the blood, interference to bone marrow, brain tumours, DNA damage, altered calcium
level in cells, reduction in night-time melatonin, suppression of the immune system, arthritis, rheumatism,
skin problems, lymphatic diseases, vaginal discharge, vascular system disease, tinnitus, leukaemia, childhood
cancer, sleep problems, mental problems involving depression, irritability, memory loss, difficulty in
concentrating, headache, dizziness and fatigue, suicidal tendencies, miscarriage and infertility.” ….
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For anyone with doubts similar to those I had, PACER is accessible at http://www.pacer.gov, application is
free, and document access for low amounts of use (as in my case) is typically free also. The case number is
3:11-cv-00739-MO, and Mr Trower’s submission is Document 45 within that case.
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“My position as scientific advisor requires that I read and translate papers from all around the world, and, I
have never, ever, no matter which country I lecture in, which paper I have read, I have never seen a single
scientist brave enough to submit for peer review a safety level of microwave radiation for a child or embryo.
There is not one that exists. Last year I lectured in six countries. When I’m in a country I challenge on TV
the industry and the government to produce a scientist who will come on air with me and cite a safe level for
children. In 12 years, no one has ever come forward.” ….
“The problem with young girls is that microwave irradiation has been shown to damage the genetic structure
in their ovaries. Girls are born with all of the eggs they need in their ovaries at birth. They are immature
eggs, hence susceptible to damage during growth. Microwaves are genotoxic (experiments can be linked to
children showing low-level mobile telephony radiation disrupts the biochemistry of follicle cells in a
mammalian egg chamber), hence the microwaves irradiation could affect the genetic structure within the
eggs. The problem here is that the mitochondrial DNA, the genes inside the ovaries, is irreparable.
If you have a little girl in whom there is damage through this mechanism to the genetic structure in one of
her eggs, and she has a daughter, that daughter will carry that genetic problem. It is irreparable. And her
daughter in turn will carry that genetic problem, because it is irreparable. And every female forever, in that
line, will carry that problem in perpetuity, because it is irreparable." ….
“In my opinion, Portland Public Schools’ use of WI-FI is causing and will continue to cause AHM [the
student], other students, and school staff and faculty adverse health effects, and should be discontinued
immediately."
The full text of Mr Trower’s statement is appended to this document, and also includes allegations
(made as official court evidence under penalty of perjury) regarding industry influences on the
debate.
It’s notable that ARPANSA also acknowledges the theoretical possibility of radiation-induced
mutations being passed down through generations, and while they do so in reference to ionizing
radiation rather than non-ionizing radiation, the genetically-heritable basis for the possibility exists
across the board: “If the damage occurs in the testes or ovaries then hereditary effects in
descendents[sic] may become apparent.”87

Jan 2012: WLAN-connected laptop damages sperm
In this study, semen samples from 29 healthy donors were exposed to wireless radiation from
laptops for 4 hours. The conclusion was that this out-of-body exposure “of human spermatozoa to a
wireless internet-connected laptop decreased motility and induced DNA fragmentation by a
nonthermal effect. We speculate that keeping a laptop connected wirelessly to the internet on the
lap near the testes may result in decreased male fertility.”88
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http://www.arpansa.gov.au/RadiationProtection/Factsheets/is_rad.cfm
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22112647 (emphasis mine)
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Feb 2012: Israeli Parliament considers health warnings on mobiles
The Israeli Parliament passes the first of three readings of a new bill which would require all mobile
phones sold in Israel to carry a health hazard label, and to pose restrictions on advertising to
minors.89
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See: Hebrew Parliamentary record: http://www.knesset.gov.il/spokesman/heb/Result.asp?HodID=9871
Translated to English via Google® Translate:
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=iw&tl=en&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.knesset.gov.il%2Fspokesman
%2Fheb%2FPrintResult.asp%3FHodId%3D9871
An English news report: http://www.haaretz.com/business/knesset-backs-bill-requiring-cell-phones-tobear-health-hazard-warning-1.415677
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DoE’s response & an examination of reassurances
I will now examine a selected sample of responses to queries around health concerns, starting with
the DoE responses that were directed to me after I enquired into the department’s position on the
hazards/safety of wireless networking.
When I initially raised my concerns with DoE, to initiate a dialogue I cited a couple of nonauthoritative websites as an example of the public concerns that had been aired. This may have led
to my being viewed as someone who would be placated by any online resource that happened to say
‘wireless is safe’, and so I acknowledge that I may need to take some responsibility for the level of
response I was given.
However, given that these responses apparently indicate DoE’s position on the safety of WLAN,
they warrant an examination.
I was directed to these documents:
1. A Wikipedia article.90
2. A page on a commercial (.com) website which appears to be a private site with no
explanation of who owns the site or what their agenda may be.91
3. A ‘whitepaper’ 92 that has the appearance of being a semi-scholarly article, but actually
seems to have been authored by an employee of Adelix, an IT hardware supplier.93 The
file is hosted on Adelix’s website, and the properties of the document show the author
to be a ‘Tim Lloyd’, who held an e-mail address with Adelix.94 So it seems an employee
of the hardware company authored the article for the hardware company, and the
company then published it as health risk advice. Regardless of whether an Adelix
employee really did write the document or not, there is no authorship information
written into the document text itself, so once again it is impossible to clearly establish
who wrote it and what their agenda may have been.
4. A paper produced by the University of Queensland (UQ) to provide some reassurance
to students that their rollout of wireless networking was safe.95
In short, this is a disturbing collection of ‘evidence’, when cited in support of a government
department’s position on a matter of the safety of the children in their care. Of the four documents,
only the last warrants any serious consideration as a source of some merit.96
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_electronic_devices_and_health
http://www.radiationtalk.com/info/wifi_radiation.php
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http://www.adelix.com/solutions/pdf/hs-wlan.pdf
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The Adelix website: http://www.adelix.com/solutions/
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Regarding document (1), while Wikipedia can be a useful starting point, as a publically editable website it
cannot be regarded as an authoritative source; university students are advised that they can expect to lose
marks if they rely on Wikipedia as a source. Regarding documents (2) and (3), the fact that authorship of the
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UQ’s experience
Considering this UQ document, it must be noted that it was designed to quell fears regarding a
technology to which the university had already committed. Some of the more reassuring statements
in this document were:
1. “Studies by a range of independent and government experts show absolutely no health
risks associated with wireless devices when used in a correct and safe manner.”
2. Regarding a consultant’s report on measured radiation on the UQ campus: “The
maximum (all existing services) cumulative RF EME level measured was found to be less
than 0.00073% of the allowable ARPANSA General Public Exposure Limit with WiFi
system contributing to less than 0.00071% of the ARPANSA General Public Exposure
Limit.”
However, regarding (1) above, even a little personal research demonstrates that if this is true, it’s
also true that studies by other experts show very real health risks, as has been seen. Furthermore,
this UQ paper was last updated in February 2011, and one wonders if the university would still stand
by this statement given that it was just three months later that WHO rated radiation in the range
that includes WLAN as a possible human carcinogen.
Regarding (2), while these are reassuringly low figures, they are a percentage of the ARPANSA limits
(the same as ICNIRP limits for WLAN), about which there are growing concerns; if the limits are
inadequate, gauging exposure relative to these limits becomes less reassuring. Further, despite
looking like very low figures, the figures also tell us that wireless on the UQ campus contributes 71
parts out of a total 73 parts of all radiation (including measured background radiation, which made
up only 2 parts – the difference between 71 and 73). That is, UQ’s wireless network is contributing
97% of the radiation where the measurements were taken. I contacted the company that prepared
this report, and it was confirmed that my understanding was correct, with the qualification that the
“all services” radiation measured was for the range 75 – 3,000MHz (which, assessing the EMR
spectrum, would mean mains power, AM radio, and some VHF TV signals were not included in the
“all services” total, but that UHF TV, FM radio, mobile phones, any wireless network outside the
study, and some VHF TV, would have been included). The company also pointed out that despite
UQ’s wireless contributing 97% of the radiation in this frequency, it is still more than 100,000 times
lower than ARPANSA’s limit.97
I must stress that what now follows is my own interpretation of these facts (i.e. the company that
prepared the report only confirmed the interpretation above, as I’ve noted, and what follows is my
own interpretation). If ARPANSA’s limit is adequate, the above is good news. If, as a growing
number of scientists are saying, the limit is not adequate, it’s cause for concern; at UQ the
‘background’ radiation in this frequency is 0.00002% of ARPANSA’s limit, and the WLAN radiation is
0.00071%. Doing the sums, in practical terms this means that students at UQ inside a building where
the measurements were taken are exposed to 35 times more radiation in this frequency than they
would be if the wireless network was not there. This is an interesting result, given the number of
voices claiming that WLAN radiation levels are likely to be far outweighed by sources other than
WLAN (such as radios, TVs, and mobile phones) – that claim may well be true outside of buildings
(structures and vegetation offer some shielding against RF radiation), but this report showed quite
the opposite inside buildings which have WLAN access points indoors (as occurs for schools).
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Presumably the WLAN hardware at UQ would not be vastly different from that used in Tasmanian
schools and, again, this also raises questions about how we can justify a 35-fold increase in exposure
as being ‘necessary’, in regard to ARPANSA’s requirements for a precautionary approach:
Minimising, as appropriate, RF exposure which is unnecessary or
incidental to achievement of service objectives or process requirements,
provided this can be readily achieved at reasonable expense.98
A cursory test I carried out on our local primary school’s network99 has demonstrated that the
school’s wireless networks were running on a Sunday afternoon, and at 1a.m. on a Wednesday
morning – suggesting the WLAN access points are running 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. While
WLAN obviously transmits more data when uploading/downloading, ‘beacon’ signals are continually
emitted (at intervals measured in milliseconds100) to keep devices on the network synchronised and
to enable other WLAN devices to ‘find’ the network. In short, students attending the school are
continually subject to school-generated WLAN radiation even when no-one in the room is using a
computer. At bare minimum, flicking off a power switch when no-one is using the network should be
able to be “readily achieved at reasonable expense”.
Princeton
Having considered DoE’s and UQ’s approach to reassurance, I reviewed another educational
institution’s position. Princeton University’s position statement also yielded some interesting insights.
This document states:
For example, a newly published paper entitled “Radiofrequency Exposure
from Wireless LANS Utilizing Wi-Fi Technology” discusses a study in which
measurements were conducted at 55 sites in four countries, and
measurements were conducted under conditions that would result in the
higher end of exposures from such systems. An excerpt from the abstract
states “.…In all cases, the measured Wi-Fi signal levels were very far
below international exposure limits (IEEE C95.1-2005 and ICNIRP) and in
nearly all cases far below other RF signals in the same environments.” 101
Again, this sounds very reassuring (if the limits are adequate), and the conclusion of that study is that
“any health concerns would seem to be moot”.102
However, this reassurance is once again based on the assumption that only exposure that will cause
tissue heating will cause adverse health effects, and upon the fact that the RF signals from WLANs
were “in nearly all cases” lower than for other sources of radiation103 – this is in itself an interesting
finding since the study included indoor locations such as coffee shops and universities, while in UQ’s
indoor study referencing exactly the same background radiation spectrum (75MHz – 3Ghz), 97% of
all measured radiation came from WLAN, leaving only 3% coming from background sources.
98

Section 5.7(e) http://www.arpansa.gov.au/pubs/rps/rps3.pdf
I established that the option of connecting to the school’s wireless network was available to my laptop at a
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Further, this was a study about bystanders, not users. The study states that “at any given location,
the total RF signal present from a WLAN is a combination of that from the AP [Access Point] and
client card, with the closest source (usually, the client card in the computer) usually providing the
major contribution to the signal”.104 The study thus acknowledges that the wi-fi card in the
computer usually provides the major contribution to the signal, and states that the measurements
were conducted under conditions that would result in the highest exposure from a wireless signal.
One may reasonably expect that the measurements would have been taken at a user’s operating
distance from the computer – which would typically range from zero distance - sitting on the lap or
with hands touching the keyboard to type – to around 50cm away.105
However, the study explicitly states that “measurements were conducted at distances of
approximately 1m or more from the client card in a laptop computer. They are representative of the
field intensities in the far field close to a laptop. The user of a laptop would be exposed to stronger
fields than reported here, particularly if the antenna in the client card were close to the user’s body.
No attempt was made in this study to assess near-field exposures to a user of the laptop itself”.106
In short, while there are some reassuring snippets to be gleaned from the study, it only measures
exposures that bystanders might receive, not actual users of the technology.
The study’s acknowledgments note that “this work was supported by the Wi-Fi Alliance”107 – an
industry body with the stated goal of “driving adoption of high-speed wireless local area
networking”.108 The author is arguably more up-front in his treatment of the facts than Princeton
appears to be in citing this study to quell fears about its wireless network, since most (if not all) of
its students and staff would be users, not just bystanders. If nothing else, this is another case in point
of an educational institution giving prominence to a source of dubious impartiality in support of its
own position, and adds weight to the notion that the public apparently can’t expect those with a
duty of care to students to have necessarily evaluated the evidence critically.
Ad hoc assurances
The DoE response to my enquiry included the comment that “The Cisco Wireless Access Points
(WAP’s) used in DoE schools and Offices typically have a 100mW output which is far less [than] that
emitted from a microwave oven (but microwave ovens are not up for long) or a mobile phone... A
typical comment is that 12 months in a room with WAP’s might deliver about the same if not less
than 20 minutes on a mobile phone.”
In response:
1. The comparison between ovens and WAPs is comparing apples and oranges, since:
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a. An oven producing 800W is certainly more powerful than a WAP producing
100mW, but the former is expressly designed to be contained radiation while the
latter is expressly designed to be broadcast.
b. Actual emissions from ovens – how much they leak – is expressed as power against
area (e.g. 5mW/cm2),109 not just power (e.g. “100mW” as cited by DoE to suggest
WAPs have lower output emissions – in a sense this is similar to making a
comparison between a car with 20 horsepower and a motorcycle that travels at
100km/hr; without more information the comparison is not meaningful).
2. The wi-fi alliance-funded study cited by Princeton to reassure its students, makes the
statement that “If the antenna of a client card is placed against the body, the absorbed
power in the body (measured in terms of specific absorption rate or SAR) will be
comparable to that produced by a mobile phone handset.”110 Thus the suggestion from
some quarters that “laptops” should not be called “laptops”; it’s not just the Access Point
that is of concern.
3. Mr Trower’s statement in the civil case over wi-fi in schools includes the following: “When
reviewing this case, it occurred to me to compare the relative cumulative dose of WI-FI in
the classrooms with a commonly known device that emits the same frequencies. That
device is a microwave oven. Both WI-FI and microwave ovens operate at a frequency of
~2.4 GHz. An average WI-FI transmitter operates on 0.2 J/s [0.2 Watts] power. Therefore,
if using only 20 computer/laptop transmitters in a classroom, there is a combined 4 J/s [4
Watts]. A typical microwave oven (output) is 800 J/s [800 Watts] (magnetron input equals
1,200 J/s [1,200 Watts]). A classroom equals 4 J/s [4 Watts]; a microwave oven 800 J/s [800
Watts]. A ratio of 1:200. Thus, if WI-FI is used in morning and afternoon sessions, and if
200 seconds in a classroom (at 4 J/s [4 Watts]) equals 1 second inside a microwave oven (at
800 J/s [800 Watts]), then over a school day a child or adult receives the equivalent of 2
minutes in a microwave oven, 10 minutes per week.” (I haven’t attempted to verify these
calculations – which have been submitted to the court under penalty of perjury – but it
would certainly appear that a microwave comparison may not be as reassuring as we’d hope.
Mr Trower’s original document is appended to this document, and includes some
qualifications to this statement).
4. From a public health perspective, comparing exposure to microwaves and mobiles isn’t
particularly helpful anyway - I don’t let my children stand in front of microwave ovens (which
do leak),111 nor do I allow them to use a mobile phone at all, let alone for 20 minutes. Under
current circumstances, I have no choice about whether they’re subject to WLAN radiation
at close range (even though I’ve disabled it at home), because they’re exposed at school.
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Conclusions
Technology has been increasingly woven into the very fabric of human existence. Something as
fundamental to the human experience as communication is increasingly facilitated and mediated by
technology. In a sense it should not be surprising that we may have let down our guard, if indeed it
was ever up.
Ten years has passed since the Federal Parliament opened an inquiry into wireless broadband (which
referred to both wireless broadband ‘3G’ and WLAN), the terms of reference of which were
focused largely on matters of practicalities and licensing, and maximising “economic and social
benefits” of the technology. While the final report acknowledged that some schools were already
“experimenting” with wi-fi, a search in the 134-page final report for the word “health” turns up zero
results.112
With this in mind – from such a high-level enquiry – one probably can’t expect those in ICT
departments to have a thorough understanding of the health risks of the technologies coming under
their jurisdictions, even when that does involve the health of children. The employment selection
criteria for such roles is certainly unlikely to require any public health or medical expertise.
I suspect that, within DoE, the health issue may fall between the gaps of current areas of defined
responsibility. It’s not surprising that DoE would defer to expert groups and industry regulators for
health-related matters. The purpose of my submission is to suggest that, given the issues touched
upon and the pervasiveness of microwave technology in schools, this deferral is no longer good
enough. As a community that endeavours to show a degree of enlightenment, we have a
responsibility to protect those in our care, especially when they are considered by our laws to be
devoid of the capacity for informed consent. This must especially apply to DoE, given that our laws
also enforce the education of children, and the default provider for this service is DoE.
The jury is still out (increasingly, it would seem, in a literal sense) on whether wireless networking
causes adverse health effects, at least in terms of scientific consensus (while there are certainly
scientists who have no doubt that the effects are real, lasting, irreparable, and heritable). However,
the basic idea that long-term, ‘industrially-propagated’ EMR – which in evolutionary terms has only
existed for a blink of an eye and is thus ‘alien’ to our genome – could cause unpredictable results in
the human body is not scientifically implausible; the human body is a system which is regulated by a
very complex and incompletely understood system of controls, many of which are biochemical and
so induce their own tiny electrical currents and associated EMR.
Taken with findings that demonstrate links between EMR and adverse affects on different biochemical
systems in the body, this notion is far from implausible. Add to that studies which show effects well
below the intensities where thermal effects occur, and indeed some suggestions of an inversely
proportional relationship between the intensity of radiation and its effects, and we should be open to
the possibility that there are things happening that we as yet simply don’t understand.
Given all this, a precautionary approach is sensible. It’s also called for by the current ARPANSA
standard which “requires owners of RF sources to minimise unnecessary exposure of the public to
RF fields”.113 In this sense, current practices would seem to be inexcusable – an institutionalised
approach of subjecting students who are not even using their computers to radiation which only
112

http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/House_of_Representatives_Committees?url=cita/
wbt/report/entirereport.pdf
113
http://www.arpansa.gov.au/RadiationProtection/Factsheets/is_rfStandard.cfm
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exists to facilitate computer use, and which based on the UQ experience may be in the order of 35
times higher than it would be if the wireless networks weren’t there – is the epitome of those
worrying human traits, our collective intellectual laziness and social inertia. This is especially true
when one considers that a well constructed wired network could perform better than WLAN.114
Many households in Tasmania, especially in regional areas, still do not have access to broadband and
are thus unlikely to have WLAN in their homes, 115 meaning that DoE is providing the primary
source of close-range exposure of children to these frequencies.
The only accurate way of determining what levels of exposure we’re subjecting children to would be
to measure it in a range of classrooms, in a range of scenarios, rather than taking the assurances of
anecdotes or of industry at face value.116 The terms of reference for any such assessment should be
informed by public health experts as well as technology experts and community representatives. This
may be a worthwhile exercise, but based on the kinds of studies touched on in this document,
finding a meaningful reference point to which the exposure levels should be compared, would be
very difficult, given that the current limits may be orders of magnitude too high. A measurement
could, however, tell us whether we are transforming a relative ‘RF haven’ – the classroom – into
something more akin to a chronic-dose-low-power microwave oven as suggested by Mr Trower,
which could then inform debate on whether switching off WLANs in schools would actually achieve
anything meaningful in terms of lowering childhood cumulative exposure. The UQ figures certainly
suggest it would.
Emerging technologies may pose more of a risk, rather than less. For example, some
residential/commercial WiMAX (a more recent generation of wireless networking, which extends
the range of wireless from 50s of metres to 10s of kilometres) routers work in the order of 2W
outputs,117 some twenty times higher than typical wi-fi. The power outputs of such devices are
regulated,118 but industry has already placed pressure on regulatory bodies to increase, rather than
decrease, current limits in some EMF spectrum bands and applications in Australia and
overseas.119,120 Manufacturers already publish SAR values for some products which, in the context of
the issues discussed in this submission, are disturbingly close to current ICNIRP restrictions (e.g. a
Bluetooth headset with a SAR rating of 0.399W/kg, which is nearly a fifth of the 2W/kg limit for the
head).121
In Tasmania, the National Broadband Network (NBN) rollout, while being likely to provide fibre
connections to school premises, is unlikely to do anything to provide new network infrastructure
114

In fact, a well constructed LAN should perform better than a typical WLAN. However, if mobility and cost
are considered as “performance” criteria, WLAN looks better. Newer standards of wireless are improving top
theoretical speed. Some pros and cons:
http://www.businesslink.gov.uk/bdotg/action/detail?itemId=1074299512&type=RESOURCES
115
Configuring a wireless service from a dial-up connection is possible, but more involved.
116
RADHAZ Consulting advised that a ballpark estimate for the kind of assessment performed at UQ would
be in the order of $4000.
117
p. 2 (33dB = 2W) in the data sheet:
http://www.motorola.com/web/Business/Products/Wireless%20Networks/Wireless%20Broadband%20Networ
ks/WiMAX/WiMAX%20Access%20Points/WAP%20600/_Documents/Static_files/CPEi_750_DataSheet.pdf
118
http://www.acma.gov.au/WEB/STANDARD/pc=PC_1794#radiated
119
e.g. A response to requests to increase point-to-point transmission of 5.8 GHz power limits from 4W to
200W (see para 2.1.1) www.acma.gov.au/webwr/radcomm/frequency_planning/spps/0408spp.pdf
120
e.g. A UK report on implications for power increase for wireless broadband
http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/technology-research/005_final-report-1-6.pdf
121
p. 4:
http://www.jabra.com/pv_obj_cache/pv_obj_id_8AA7FAA8FD3DFA81F9166239D4E1A321B50D0400/filename
/WhitePaper_Electromagnetic_V02_1006_low.pdf
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within a school with existing networks.122 Indeed, reports indicate that internet service providers
(ISPs) have already been offering exactly the same WLAN routers that have been used for non-NBN
customers, to the new NBN customers in Tasmania.123
There is a clear need for a concerted approach to managing emerging risks from emerging
technologies. It would be nice to imagine that this approach could be driven by independent
government policy makers, from a genuinely public health perspective. Such a perspective can’t
depend entirely on waiting for scientific consensus.
Similar points about the problems of scientific consensus have been made in respect to the debate
around anthropogenic global warming but, if anything, in the case of wi-fi in schools, there is less to
excuse dithering – it’s a new technology to which we already have proven alternatives, and the
current extent of exposure is far from ‘necessary’.
The crux of the issue is whether RF can produce adverse non-thermal effects. When a growing
number of scientists are saying that it can and does, our scientific understanding of how or why the
effect occurs should be of reduced importance for policy makers. Even if we disregard a quick
sample of studies as provided here, the mere fact that a large, bureaucratic, consensus-based body
such as WHO has recently classified RF as a possible human carcinogen chiefly on the basis of
evidence increased risk of cancer through mobile phone use – a regulated technology that must
adhere to limits – should be an adequate indication that the consensus for non-thermal effects is
growing, and that current limits are not adequate.
If non-thermal adverse health effects do exist, all bets are off – the reassurances regarding current
limits are meaningless, as are, by implication, comparisons to similar technologies, which fall under
the same limits.
In summary, an organization may be able to legally hide behind the current exposure limits (and even
this may be questionable given precautionary principle statements such as that from ARPANSA). But,
in the context of the issues and trends discussed here, taking such an approach in schools could be
seen as careless and far from ethical, remembering that we are discussing the institutionalised
exposure of a most vulnerable cohort in society - individuals without the capacity for informed
consent, who are scientifically acknowledged as being more at risk to this particular threat.
This submission is a call to action to reassess current policy on the use of wireless networking in
schools, from a public health perspective.

Marshall Roberts.

122

See section 4.15 http://www.commsalliance.com.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/23957/NBN-End-UserPremises-Handbook---Release-2-Jun10.pdf
123
http://www.computerworld.com.au/article/352822/coming_wall_near_meet_nbn_ont/
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